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首次提出了基于 Block 对的改进 Hog 特征用于眼睛候选区域分类。本文的眼睛
定位分为三个层次，首先利用视觉注意机制将焦点集中在面部区域，降低了系统
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势。本文将 SIFT 特征用于光流计算，假定相邻两帧间对应点的 SIFT 特征相同，
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Abstract 
The objectification Of TCM diagnosing is a hot research topic in the field of TCM 
information. Researches have been carried for many years, but mainly focused on the 
access and usage of the information about facial color, tongue images and pulse 
diagnosis. Till now TCM automatic extraction of diagnostic information in the area of 
eye features computation in the spirit diagnosing is almost blank. Aim to this situation, 
this paper focus on the study of the several key technologies about the TCM 
objectification of eye features computation in the spirit diagnosing based on feature 
integration and consistent inference, which has important theoretical and practical 
significance in the aspect of filling in the blank of TCM automatic extraction of 
diagnostic information in the area of eye features computation in the spirit diagnosing,  
the further improvement of the theoretical system of objective research in TCM 
diagnosis, the enrichment of the researching results in this area, and the aspect of the 
early implementation and application of TCM diagnosis objectification. The main 
innovations are summarized as follows: 
 (1) This paper has proposed a spirit diagnosing model used the visual eye 
information for the first time. At first, a data collection model devoted to the 
objectification eye features computation in the spirit diagnosing in TCM has been 
proposed. Nowadays, there is still no specific eye video information database, nor the 
precedent about the association between eye images with TCM diagnosis. At the same 
time, a number of testers’ eye images in different time with different health situations 
have been collected, which provides experimental data to the study of eye spirit in 
TCM. 
 (2) A fast and effective visual attention has been proposed to make our 
computation focuse on the facial region. And improved Hog features based on the 
Block pairs has also been presented for the first time, which are used for the 
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this paper. Firstly, visual attention mechanism is used to make the facial region 
become the focus, which can reduce the system complexity. Secondly, Haar features 
and the AdaBoost algorithm are used to obtain a number of candidate eye regions 
from the interest pictures received in the first step; At last, improved Hog features are 
used to exclude the non-eye regions. So in this way, speed and accuracy can be both 
ensured. 
(3) A multi-feature representation for the objectification of eye features 
computation in the spirit diagnosing in TCM has been proposed in this paper. There is 
still no research about eye features computation in the spirit diagnosing in TCM. 
According to the knowledge in TCM eye spirit inspection about eye shape inspection, 
eye moving speed inspection, venation and conjunctiva inspection, eye gloss 
inspection and meaningful glance inspection etc, features about venation and 
conjunctiva, the degree of the eyes’ gloss, eye shape, eye closure speed, eye moving 
speed, and attention degree have been quantified, which compose the multi-features. 
 (4) A new algorithm used to the detection of eye’s movement has also been 
proposed. The algorithm’s main idea is about the using of SIFT features in the optical 
flow. Content-based optical flow assumes the content invariance between 
corresponding points of the two images during a very short time interval, which is the 
tendency of optical flow. In this paper, SIFT features are used for the calculation of 
optical flow. Assuming that corresponding points of the two adjacent images have the 
same SIFT features, thus scale-invariant advantage of SIFT features is taken into the 
optical flow field. Compared to the method that only uses SIFT, our method can 
detect more matching points, which contains the more optical flow information. 
 (5) A comprehensive approach used for the pruning of association rules, which 
are mined base on the cloud model, has been proposed.  Therefore, human “spirit” 
state can be derived from the reduced eye features. Mining association rules based on 
cloud model can be associated with a similar calculation of fuzzy sets, which is suited 
to TCM theory, but its’ disadvantage lies in the great redundant rules. So a more 
general rule choosing, lazy pruning and database coverage pruning are used in this 
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(6) This paper has also proposed a prototype system which can auto speculate the 
sub-health state and the TCM syndrome by using of the facial features, eye 
characteristics, emotional and objective physical self-state suggested information. 
This system uses the same methods to collect eye features, mine rules and estimate 
sub-health state as our eye features computation in the spirit diagnosing model. In 
order to verify the advantages that the eye features can bring to sub-health and TCM 
syndrome, this paper has compared the speculation accuracies under the situations of 
using and non-using eye features. In experiments, accuracies of the sub-health state 
speculation are 91% and 87%, and accuracies of TCM syndrome diagnosing are 56% 
and 52% under these two situations, which shows that the eye features can help in the 
speculation of sub-health state and the TCM syndrome.  
All in all, in the researching area of the objectification of eye features computation 
in the spirit diagnosing in TCM, this paper has carried out a variety of new attempts 
and has gained some practical results. Our work starts from the construction of the 
video database, and then comes to the exact eye location by the using of the visual 
attention mechanism and the combination of Haar features and Hog features. Next, 
eye features corresponding with the eye spirit inspection are quantified, and a new 
algorithm about applying SIFT features into optical flow is used to the detection of 
eye movement. In the end, association rules mining based on the cloud model is used 
to get the human “spirit” state from eye features, at the same time, in order to the 
elimination of redundant rules, a comprehensive approach is used for rule pruning. 
From the final rules shows that these series of work can help for the correct derivation 
of human “spirit” state from the eye videos, which has important theoretical 
significance and application value to the objectification of TCM. At the same time, 
this paper devotes a chapter to introduce eye features into the prototype system of 
automatic diagnosis of sub-health and TCM syndrome, and then compare the 
accuracies under the two situations of using and non-using eye features, which shows 
the conclusion that eye features can help to improve the accuracy. Our data colleting 
and processing model can not only used for eye features computation in the spirit 
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